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In the seventh session of the Fourth Plenary Session , Decision on Strengthening
and Improving the Major Issues in the New Situation of Party Building , it is put on
the agenda to strengthen the standardized construction of all Party organizations . As a
central enterprises, the railway unit’s party committees and primary party
organizations has begun to study how to regulate the work of party building in which
the systematic management on party affairs account and the requirements of real-time
interaction between higher and lower Party organizations make the traditional
paper-based accounts and routine check, face to face check, can not meet the
requirements of the current party building task in enterprises, and so the use of
information systems and network technology has become an effective way to
standardize the work of party building .For this reason, the paper has developed a
party information management platform for Guiyang South Station, Chengdu Railway
Bureau. The platform has the functionality of modular filling party affairs account,
real-time upload, long-term preservation and real-time access. For higher Party
organizations, it is easy to summarize timely and analyze systematically various
types of data. It is easy to get work instructions and real-time evaluation timely from
higher organization for primary party organization to reach the interaction between
higher and lower party organizations and to accomplish the closed loop in party
building management.
The system uses the ASP.NET framework. The foreground uses HTML, CSS,
JavaScript as interface design and technical support, and the background database
uses the SQL Server 2012 database management system. The system consists of
3-layer management mode (enterprise party committees →workshop general party
branch→team party branch). When the workshop/team (general) party branch inputs
the information of party branch , the basic information of party members, and the
basic account information, such as “Three Conference and One Course”, into the
system, it will automatically do the statistics and classification work, and upload the















in real time by lower party organizations, accessing in real time and analyzing
systematically grass-roots work by higher party organizations and other functions .
The paper first introduces the technology used for the system development, then
describes it in detail according to the software engineering processes, including the
requirements analysis , essentials design , details design , code and test.
At present, the system has been running more than one year on the line , the
users have given a high opinion to its intuition, simple operation interface, and
detailed classification. The system has promoted the further development of party
affairs informatization in Guiyang South Station, Chengdu Railway Bureau. The
next phase will keep improving the platform’s function around the goal of building
archives information management on party members and non-party members, and will
provide a solid support to building a station information database system for non-
party members and new staff from other units.
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1、通过分析系统需求，采用 ASP.NET 技术、MVC 设计模式构筑系统模型框
架，以 webservice 构建 SQL Server 数据库与服务端之间的数据接口层，使用
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